Product Line Fact Sheet:

Turf

Our mowers are a clear-cut choice ...

Kubota’s products and customers work the land, even if that land is out the back door or across rolling greens, hills and landscapes. Today Kubota’s residential and commercial turf lines have more options, technology, precision and comfort than ever before. And Kubota proven durability means everything is designed and built from the ground up for years of reliable service. From the compact but powerful T Series to the wide range of residential and commercial Z Series zero turn movers, and everything in between, Kubota mowers are a clear-cut choice in the industry.

"KUBOTA IS KNOWN FOR OUR LEGENDARY QUALITY, DURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE. WE STARTED WITH DIESEL MOWERS AND NOW WE OFFER A COMPLETE RANGE OF GASOLINE ENGINE MOWERS WITH THE SAME FEATURES THAT CUSTOMERS HAVE ALWAYS EXPECTED AND APPRECIATED FROM KUBOTA."

– Rajesh Joshi | Kubota Marketing Director, Turf and RTVs

Rajesh Joshi, a 25-year industry veteran, joined Kubota in 2014 as the product marketing director for turf products and utility vehicles. With degrees in mechanical engineering, industrial engineering and an MBA in marketing, Joshi brings to the role a well-rounded combination of education and equipment industry experience. Joshi leads a team of product managers and specialist to develop product marketing plans, pricing and promotions for all turf products and Kubota RTVs. His goal is to make Kubota the #1 manufacturer in the Outdoor Power Equipment industry by Kubota’s 50th anniversary in 2022. Joshi gives back to his profession by serving as director of the Lean Board at the Institute of Industrial Engineers.
ADDING THE 21-INCH COMMERCIAL WALK BEHIND MOWER TO OUR POPULAR W SERIES FAMILY OF WALK-BEHIND MOWERS ULTIMATELY PROVIDES TURF PROFESSIONALS WITH MORE OPTIONS AND VERSATILITY UNDER THE KUBOTA BRAND THEY HAVE COME TO TRUST."

– Rajesh Joshi | Kubota Marketing Director, Turf and RTVs

ZERO-TURN MOWER LINES

Homeowners and lawn care professionals want the same thing: A high-output, extremely maneuverable mower that also has the endurance to stand up to the rigors of regular use. No matter how much mower is needed, Kubota has a Z Series option for every job.

- Z100 Series: Kommander
- Z400 Series: KommanderPRO
- Z700 Series: Commercial Grade
- ZD1000 Series | ZD1200 Series: Diesel Models
- ZD1500 Series: Diesel Models
- ZG200 Series | Z300 Series: Gas Models

WALK BEHIND MOWERS

Kubota’s W Series of walk-behind mowers includes 21-inch, 36-inch, 48-inch and 52-inch deck options, allowing landscapers the opportunity to find the perfect mower to match any job. These compact side discharge mowers are versatile and reliable to handle jobs big and small, offering better fuel efficiency and cutting performance.

- W Series: WG14 | WH15 | WHF19 | WG6-21 | WGC6-21 | WG14-36 | WH15-48 | WHF19-52

FRONT-MOUNT MOWERS

Kubota revamped its F Series to not only boast the comfort of deluxe seating and operator levers, but also the efficiency of 4WD and Auto-Assist 4WD, along with the most technologically advanced diesel engines yet. The F Series diesel engines are not only more powerful than ever, offering 25 to 39 horsepower, they are more fuel efficient and compliant with the EPA’s Tier 4 regulations.

- F Series: F2690E | F2690 | F3990

RIDE-ON LAWN AND GARDEN MOWERS

Kubota’s lawn and garden mowers can satisfy the most demanding homeowners. With innovative technology and advanced engineering, Kubota residential mowers are unrivaled. The new and improved T Series line features a choice of Kawasaki or Briggs & Stratton engines, a durable tubular frame, and a class-leading ultra-sharp turning radius – with the capability to make a 360 degree turn with only a 14-inch turning radius. For increased operator comfort, the new T Series comes equipped with an easy dial-cam cut height adjustment for easy maneuverability on the job, a 21-inch, high-back seat, and a 12 volt charger for mobile devices.

- T Series: T2090 | T2290

With innovative technology, advanced engineering and the revolutionary “Glide Steer,” get professional results every time with the GR Series, each equipped with a tight turning radius, all wheel traction and a 48” cutting width.

- GR Series: GR2020G | GR2120